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IN THE INCOME TAX APPELLATE TRIBUNAL 
VISAKHAPATNAM BENCH, VISAKHAPATNAM 

         

BEFORE:   SHRI SUNIL KUMAR YADAV, JUDICIAL MEMBER 

AND 
SHRI BR BASKARAN, ACCOUNTANT MEMBER 

              

ITA No.530/Vizag/2010 

Assessment Year:2007-08  
Krishna Murthy Vallu, 

Visakhapatnam  
Vs. 

ITO Ward-1(1) 

Visakhapatnam  

(Appellant) 
PAN No: AFNPV 1868 H 

(Respondent) 
 

   

Appellant By: Shri Samuel Nagadesi, CA 

Respondent By: Shri TH Lucas Peter, CIT (DR) 
 
ORDER 

 

Per Shri B. R. BASKARAN, Accountant Member: 

The appeal of the assessee is directed against the order dated 

02.12.2010 passed by learned CIT(A), Visakhapatnam and it relates to the 

assessment year 2007-08.   

 

2. The grounds raised by the assessee read as under: 

“1. On the facts and in the circumstances of the case, the 
order of the learned Commissioner of Income Tax 
(Appeals) erroneous in law and facts of the case. 

 

2. The learned Commissioner of Income Tax (Appeals) 
erred in law and facts of the case in confirming the 
addition of `1,28,24,700/- being the part of the sale 

consideration on the sale of agricultural land as long 
term capital gain. The learned Commissioner of 
Income Tax (Appeals) ought to have held the same is 

not taxable. 
 

3. On the facts and in the circumstances of the case, the 
learned Commissioner erred in law and facts of the 
case in confirming the addition of `73,18,992/- being 

the part of the consideration on sale of land as short 

term capital gain. The learned Commissioner ought to 
have appreciated that the sale is a distress sale and 
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the consideration to that extent was not received by 
the appellant. 

 

4. On the facts and in the circumstances of the case the 

learned Commissioner ought to have appreciated the 
fact that the appellant made investment in acquiring 
the agricultural land within the time prescribed ought 

not have denied the exemption as per the law. 

 
5. The appellant crave leave to add to/delete/alter/ 

modify/ amend/ substitute all or any of the above 

grounds”. 

 

Ground No.1 and 5 are general in nature and hence they require no 

adjudication. Other grounds relate to the assessment of capital gains arising 

in the hands of the assessee on sale of lands.  

 

3. The facts relating to the issues are stated in brief.  The assessee filed 

its return of income for the year under consideration initially declaring Nil 

income. Subsequently he filed a revised return of income admitting a total 

income of `54,280/-. During the course of assessment proceedings, the 

Assessing Officer noticed that the assessee has sold the following lands 

during the year under consideration: 

a)  Land having an extent of 5614.4 sq.yards in survey No.338/1,   

338/2 and 338/3 at Thimmapuram Village, hamlet of Madhurawada 
in Visakhapatnam rural mandal. This land was sold for a 

consideration of `1,79,66,200/- on 5.2.2007. The market value 

determined for stamp duty purposes was the same as declared by 
the assessee in the conveyance deed. This land was purchased on 
23.1.2004 and hence it was held for more than 36 months.  

 

b) Land having an extent of 3000.8 sq.yards situated in survey     
No.338/4 and part of 338/5. This land was sold for a consideration of 
`30,94,800/- on 23.2.2007. The market value determined for stamp 

duty purposes was `96,02,600/-. This land was purchased on 

31.1.2007 and 13.2.2007, i.e. this land was held for less than 36 
months.  

 

3.1 The assessee claimed that both the impugned lands are agricultural 

lands and hence the capital gain arising on the sale is exempt under the 
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income tax act. Alternatively, the assessee submitted that he has invested a 

sum of `1,50,94,000/- in purchase of another agricultural land in December, 

2007 and February, 2008 in a village called “Vellanki” and accordingly 

claimed exemption under section 54B of the Act against the capital gain 

arising on sale of first land cited above.   

 

3.2 The Assessing Officer rejected both the claims of the assessee with 

the following reasons: 

 a) The nature of land sold by the assessee on 5.2.2007 is 

described as “Vacant land” in the conveyance deeds both at the time of 

purchase and sale.  The assessee did not furnish certified copy of adangal 
copy/pattadar pass book in support of his claim that the said land is an 
agricultural land. 

 

 b)   The nature of land purchased by the assessee on which 
exemption section 54B of the Act was claimed is also described as “Vacant 

land” in the conveyance deed. In respect of this land also, the assessee did 
not furnish adangal copy/pattadar pass book. 
 

 c)  There was no intention on the part of the assessee to carry out 

any agricultural operations on the said lands and the assessee’s motive 
seems to be to make profit out of investment. 
 

 d)  The lands sold by the assessee are situated within the limits of 

Greater Visakha Municipal Corporation. 
 

 e)   The Assessing Officer also rejected the claim of exemption under 

section 54B of the Act for the reason that the assessee did not deposit the 
long term capital gain in “Capital gains account scheme” before the due 
date for filing return of income, as prescribed in sec. 54B of the Act. 

 

Accordingly the Assessing Officer concluded that the assessee has sold only 

vacant lands, which fall in the category of “Capital assets” exigible for 

capital gains. The Assessing Officer accordingly computed long term capital 

gains in respect of the land sold on 05-02-2007 (first land stated above) at 

`1,28,24,700/- and short term capital in respect of the land sold on 23-02-

2007 (second land stated above) at `73,18,992/-.  While computing the 

said short term capital gain, the Assessing Officer adopted the value of 

`96,02,600/- determined for stamp duty purposes as the full value of sale 
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consideration as per the provisions of sec.50C of the Act.  The assessee 

carried the matters in appeal before Learned CIT(A), but could not succeed.  

Hence the assessee is in appeal before us. 

 

4.     The contentions raised by the Learned Authorised Representative 

before us are summarized below:- 

 (a)  The lands sold by the assessee are agricultural lands falling 

within the Municipality of Greater Visakha Municipal Corporation.  In support 

of the said claim, the assessee has placed reliance on the certificate issued 
by the “Village revenue officer” and also copies of adangal register. 
 

 (b)  The land purchased by the assessee in Vellanki village is also 

agricultural land only and hence the conditions prescribed under section 
54B of the Act are complied with. 
 

 (c)  The agricultural lands sold by the assessee are situated within 
the limits of Grater Visakha Municipal Corporation (GVMC).  However, in the 

notification dated 06-01-1994 issued by the Central Government for the 
purposes of Sec. 2(14)(iii)(b) of the Act, the reference is made only to 
“Visakhapatnam”.  The GVMC was created by a notification dated 21-11-

2005 issued under section 3 of Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation Act, 

by including one Municipality named Gajuwaka and 32 Gram Panchayats  
within the limits of GVMC.  The impugned lands are located in one of the 
Gram panchayats, viz., Madhuravada, so included.  However, for the 

purposes of sec. 2(14)(iii)(b) of the Act the notification issued by the 

Central Government on 06-01-1994 still holds the field and hence the 
extended area of GVMC cannot be considered for the purposes of sec. 
2(14)(iii) of the Income tax Act.  Accordingly the impugned agricultural 

lands do not fall in the category of “Capital assets” and hence the profit 

arising on their sale is not taxable.    
 
 (d)   The ITAT, Visakhapatnam, in its order dated 27-09-2010 in the 

case of Smt. C.Girija in ITA No.424/Vizag/2009 has held that the 
agricultural lands situated within the limits of any municipality shall be 

treated as “Capital assets”. Accordingly it was held that the agricultural 
lands situated within the limits of GVMC shall fall in the category of “Capital 
assets”.   However, the GVMC is not included in the notification issued by 

the Central Government for the purposes of sec.2(14)(iii)(b) of the Act.  

The notification names only “Visakhapatnam”.  The municipalities included 
in clause (a) of sec. 2(14)(iii) should be read with the notification issued by 
the Central Government under clause (b) of the said section.  The issuing of 

notification is a legislative act and the courts do not have jurisdiction to 

legislate an Act nor does it have power to make a subordinate legislation in 
a particular manner, as held Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of State of 
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U.P Vs. Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd. (2011)(10 taxmann.com 344(S.C).  Thus 
only the Central Government has power to include GVMC in the notification, 
since issuing of notification is a legislative activity. Since the name of GVMC 

does not find place in the notification, one cannot say that the said GVMC is 

covered by clause (a) of sec. 2(14)(iii) of the Act.  However, The ITAT, 
Visakhapatnam has exceeded its power by holding that the lands situated 
outside the limits of old Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation, but within 

the limits of newly formed GVMC also fall within the clause (a) of sec. 

2(14)(iii) of the Act.  Thus, the ITAT, Visakhapatnam bench has indulged in 
making subordinate legislation, which is ultra vires. 

  

 (e) The assessee has complied with the conditions prescribed under 
section 54B of the Act for availing the exemption under that section, i.e. it 
has utilized the capital gain before the date of furnishing the return of 

income under section 139 of the Act.  Hence the question of depositing the 

amount in the Capital gain account scheme does not arise.  In this regard, 
reliance is placed on the decision of ITAT, Bangalore in the case of Nipun 
Mehrotra Vs. A.C.I.T (2008)(297 ITR (AT) 0110). 

 

 (f)  The Assessing Officer has wrongly applied the provisions of sec. 
50C while computing the short term capital gain without referring the 

matter to DVO and without following the real income principle. 

 

5.     On the contrary, the Learned Departmental Representative submitted 

that the case of the tax authorities is that the impugned lands are not 

agricultural lands, but only vacant lands.  Hence there is no necessity to go 

into the applicability of sec. 2(14)(iii) of the Act to the instant case, as the 

said provision is applicable only to the agricultural lands. The ITAT, 

Visakhapatnam did not indulge into enacting any subordinate legislation as 

alleged by the Learned A.R.  The Tribunal has the decision in the case of 

C.Girija by making a plain interpretation of the provisions of sec. 2(14)(iii) 

of the Act.  The constitutional validity of sec. 2(14)(iii) has been upheld by 

Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Singhai Rakesh Kumar Vs. Union of 

India and others (247 ITR 150) and accordingly it was held by the apex 

court that the gains arising from transfer of lands falling under section 

2(14)(iii)(ia) and 2(14)(iii)(b) are assessable as capital gains.  Even if the 

lands sold by the assessee, as well as, the new land purchased by him is 

treated as agricultural lands for a moment, the assessee would not get 

exemption under section 54B of the Act, as he has failed to comply with the 
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mandatory conditions prescribed in that section with regard to the deposit 

of unutilized money in the “Capital gains account scheme”.  He further 

stated that the Assessing Officer was legally right in invoking the deeming 

provisions of sec.50C while computing the short term capital gain. 

 

6.     We have heard the rival contentions and carefully perused the record. 

The main contention of the Learned A.R is that the agricultural lands 

situated within the limits of GVMC, but beyond 8 Kilo meters from the outer 

limits of “Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation” cannot be treated as 

“Capital assets” within the meaning of provisions of sec. 2(14)(iii) of the 

Act.  He has further contended that the ITAT, Visakhapatnam has usurped 

the domain of the legislature by making amendments in the notification 

issued by the Central Government under section 2(14)(iii)(b) of the Act.  

We shall first address these contentions.  We extract below sec. 2(14)(iii) of 

the Act for the sake of convenience. 

“2(14) “capital asset” means property of any kind held by an 
assessee whether or not connected with his business or 
profession, but does not include- 

  ….. 

  (iii) agricultural land in India, not being land situate— 
(a) in any area which is comprised within the 

jurisdiction of a municipality (whether known as 

municipality, municipal corporation, notified area 
committee, town area committee, town 
committee, or by any other name) or a 

cantonment board and which has a population of 

not less than ten thousand according to the last 
preceding census of which the relevant figures 
have been published before the first day of the 

previous year    or 
 

(b) in any area within such distance, not being 
more than eight kilometers, from the local limits of 
any municipality or cantonment board referred to 

in item (a), as the Central Government may, 

having regard to the extent of, and scope for, 
urbanization of that area and other relevant 
considerations, specify in this behalf by notification 

in the Official Gazzette.” 
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The ITAT, Visakhapatnam bench in the case of C. Girija in ITA 

No.424/Vizag/2009 has interpreted the above said provision in the following 

lines. 

“7.     Having carefully examined the orders of lower authorities 

in this regard and the provisions of section 2(14)(iii) of the Act 
relating to agricultural land, we find that as per clause (a), any 
land which situated in an area which is comprised within the 

jurisdiction of municipality or a cantonment board which has a 

population of not less than 10,000 according to the last 
preceding census would not be an agricultural land.  The clause 
(b) of section 2(14)(iii) deals with those lands which situates in 

any area within such distance not being more than 8 kms from 
the local limits of the municipality or cantonment board as the 

central government may having regard to the extent of and 
scope for urbanization of that area and other relevant 

consideration specify in this behalf by notification in the official 
gazette.  To bring a land within the purview of clause (b), the 

central government is required to issue a notification in the 
official gazette. Without a notification, a land falls within the 8 
kms from the local limits of any municipality would not cease to 

be an agricultural land.  But in the instant case, the impugned 

land is admittedly situates within area of a local limit of the 
GVMC for which no notification as specified in clause (b) is 
required to be issued by the central government. We have also 

examined the contention of the assessees that the GVMC was 

notified by local laws and local laws cannot supersede the 
central laws.  But we do not find any force in this argument 

because the municipality or cantonment board are subject to 

local laws and within a state subject and are created by a 
notification by the state government.  Central government has 
no jurisdiction to create a municipality, cantonment board in 

any state of the country.  Central Government is concerned with 

the central act.  Once the municipality or the cantonment board 
is created by a notification by the state government as per local 
laws, the central act will apply.  Therefore once the impugned 

land is situated within the jurisdiction of the local limit of the 
GVMC, the impugned land cease to be the agricultural land and 

on its sale capital gain is to be computed.”  

 

On a careful consideration of the provisions of sec. 2(14)(iii) and the 

interpretation given by the ITAT, Visakhapatnam, we find no merit in the 

contention of Learned A.R that the Visakhapatnam bench of ITAT has 

indulged in enacting any subordinate legislation.  The Tribunal has only 
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interpreted the provisions of sec. 2(14)(iii) of the Act by closely reading the 

said provision.  In this connection, a specific query was raised to Learned 

A.R as to whether the municipalities which are newly created are not to be 

included in clause (a) of sec. 2(14)(iii) of the Act.  Though the Learned A.R 

fairly agreed that the new municipalities are squarely covered by clause (a), 

yet he contended that the municipalities, which were existing at the time 

the notification dated 06-01-1994 was issued,  if converted into greater 

municipalities, then the limits of old municipalities will only be covered by 

clause (a) and the limits of the extended municipalities would not be 

covered by clause (a) unless they are notified under clause (b) of sec. 

2(14)(iii) of the Act.    In our view, the view put forth by Learned A.R does 

not appear to be in consonance with the spirit and also not in accordance 

with the meaning conveyed by the provisions of sec. 2(14)(iii) of the Act.  

Hence, we are unable to agree with the interpretation advanced by Learned 

A.R.  As stated in the case of C.Girija, (Supra), any land situated in an area 

which is comprised within the jurisdiction of a municipality etc. are squarely 

covered by clause (a) of sec. 2(14)(iii) of the Act.  In the instant case, there 

is no dispute that the newly created GVMC is a municipality and the 

impugned lands sold by the assessee are situated within the limits of GVMC. 

Accordingly, without prejudice to the contentions of the revenue that the 

impugned lands are not agricultural lands,  the said lands would fall in the 

category of “Capital assets” within the meaning of clause (a) of sec. 

2(14)(iii) of the Act, if they are held to be an agricultural land.   

 

7.     However, in the instant case, the contention of the assessee that the 

impugned lands are agricultural lands has not been accepted by the 

department.  The Assessing Officer has categorically stated that the 

assessee did not produce any document in support of his contentions, 

besides observing that the impugned lands have been described as “Vacant 

lands” in the conveyance deeds.  However, it appears that the assessee has 

furnished copies of adangal register before learned CIT(A) and the first 

appellate authority was under the impression that the Assessing Officer has 
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considered these documents also.  Hence it seems that the said claim of the 

assessee has not been examined at all by the tax authorities. It is well 

settled that the question about the nature of land, i.e. the question, 

whether or not a land is an agricultural land, has to be decided by 

considering various aspects.  In the instant case, as stated earlier, the said 

claim of the assessee has not been examined by the Assessing Officer, in 

the absence of required details.  Hence, in our view, the said issue needs to 

be examined at the end of the Assessing Officer.  Accordingly we set aside 

the question of determination of the nature of land to the file of the 

Assessing Officer with a direction to examine this issue afresh in accordance 

with the law by duly considering the details that were/may be furnished by 

the assessee. 

 

8.     However, the said question is relevant only for determining the 

eligibility of claim of exemption under section 54B of the Act. We shall 

explain the same.  If the Assessing Officer comes to the conclusion that the 

impugned lands are “Vacant lands” only and not agricultural lands, then the 

capital gain arising on their sale is liable for taxation and the assessee 

cannot claim exemption under section 54B at all on the reinvestment made 

by him.  However, if the Assessing Officer comes to the conclusion that the 

impugned lands are agricultural lands, still the capital gain arising on their 

sale is assessable under the head “Capital gains” for the reason that the 

impugned lands are located within the limits of municipality, viz., GVMC.  

However, the assessee would be entitled for exemption under section 54B 

of the Act on the reinvestment made by him in purchase of another 

agricultural land.  For that purpose, the assessee has to prove that the new 

land purchased by him is also agricultural land and the said claim is also 

required to be examined by the Assessing Officer.  Accordingly, we direct 

the Assessing Officer to verify the nature of new land purchased by the 

assessee also, if the Assessing Officer comes to the conclusion that the 

impugned lands sold by the assessee are agricultural lands.      
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9.     If the Assessing Officer comes to the conclusion that the impugned 

lands sold by the assessee and the new land purchased by the assessee are 

agricultural lands, then the question that requires consideration is about the 

eligibility of the assessee to claim exemption under section 54B of the Act.  

The assessee has purchased the new land in December 2007 and February, 

2008.  The due date for filing the return of income for the year under 

consideration was 31st July, 2007.  The Assessing Officer took the view that 

the assessee did not comply with the conditions prescribed under section 

54(2) of the Act by depositing the amount not utilized before the due date 

of return in the “Capital gains scheme”.   In this regard, the assessee has 

placed reliance on the decision of ITAT Bangalore in the case of Nipun 

Mehrotra Vs. A.C.I.T reported in (2008) (297 ITR (AT) 0110).  Accordingly, 

we direct the Assessing Officer to consider the claim of the assessee in the 

light of principles stated in the above cited case.   

 

11.  With regard to the invoking of provisions of sec. 50C for computing 

short term capital gains, the learned Authorised Representative contended 

that the Assessing Officer was not correct in invoking the said provision and 

further the Assessing Officer has failed to apply “real income principle”.  

The Learned Authorised Representative, in his written submissions, has 

narrated gist of various case law.  However, the Learned Authorised 

Representative did not point their relevance to the facts of the instant case.  

As contended by the Learned D.R, the provisions of sec.50C are deeming 

provisions, which have to be necessarily applied by the Assessing Officer 

while computing the income from capital gains.  The Learned CIT(A) has 

specifically noticed that the assessee did not object before Assessing Officer 

for adopting the sales value determined for stamp duty purposes for 

computing the short term capital gain as per the provisions of sec.50C of 

the Act.  Hence there was no necessity for the Assessing Officer to make a 

reference to the valuation officer.  Before us, no material was placed to 

show that the assessee did object before the Assessing Officer for applying 
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the provisions of sec. 50C.  Hence, we do not find any infirmity in the 

decision of Learned CIT(A) on this issue.  

 

12.     The order of Learned CIT(A) stands modified accordingly on other 

issues. 

  

13. In the result, the appeal of the assessee is treated as partly allowed 

for statistical purposes.  

 

  Pronounced in the open Court on 8th August, 2011. 

   
  Sd/-       Sd/- 
      (SUNIL KUMAR YADAV)     (B R BASKARAN) 

    Judicial Member                     Accountant Member 
 

PVV/SPS 
Visakhapatnam,       
Date:  08-08-2011 

 

Copy to  
 
1 Shri Krishna Murthy Vallu C/o DMRao, DM Rao & Co. Chartered 

Accountant 305, 2nd Floor, GVK Plaza Seethammapeta Visakhapatnam 
530016 

2 The ITO Ward-1(1) Visakhapatnam  
3 

4. 

The CIT –1,  Visakhapatnam  

The CIT(A), Visakhapatnam  

5 The DR, ITAT, Visakhapatnam. 
6 Guard file. 

            

By Order 
 

 
Senior Private Secretary 

INCOME TAX APPELLATE TRIBUNAL 

VISAKHAPATNAM 
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